Text4Air is an application suite developed, produced and supported by Creative Affinities Inc.
to process "at-this-moment" content from typical interactive sources (web, SMS, games, Twitter, ...)
on its way to broadcast, including efficiently moderated authorization and control of on-air playout.

WORKFLOW OPTIONS
The modular functionality permits a variety of workflows according to your preferences/policies, such as:
- strong control by Standards & Practices and/or Legal departments
- delegated responsibility, whereby a single individual handles all functions.

RECEIVING
Text4Air provides flexible Receiver interfaces, connecting to each facility's
preferred interactive sources. These unique Receivers have been developed
and tested to withstand huge volumes of submissions, to ensure that
impacted IT platforms and networks are not overwhelmed.
Standard unicode structures handle international character sets.
internet and intranet

Creative Affinities includes experienced commissioning and integration
services, and continues to remain involved in your ongoing design and use
concepts, to achieve your interface, workflow and presentation requirements.

mobile sources

The total integration ensures efficiency by eliminating any "cut+paste",
preserving the integrity of each message, from authorization to actual playout.

ACCESS
Text4Air's central functionality is bundled in a web interface, so that users may access it from distributed locations
with their domain authentication . Each user is granted access only to highly defined Text4Air functions, to ensure
the workflows conform with corporate policies and preferences. PreEditing, authorizing, sequencing and playout
may be assigned to different individuals, or all handled by a single person, depending on each facility's preference.

AUTHORIZING
Each received message that is considered a candidate for air is quickly passed with ancilliary related data to
selected individuals designated as "authorizers". Using the web interface, these users can accept / reject / edit
messages efficiently, even from their own office or remote location, with strong security. The content of original
messages and every authorization is stored for subsequent auditing and review.

SEQUENCING
Each pre-authorized message is next placed by approved "playout producers" into a specific sequence position in
an ordered stack for playout. These producers can also choose to air / suppress ancilliary data with any message.

SESSIONS
OnAir display of Text4Air sessions may be started and stopped manually by individuals with "control" permission
via the Text4Air web interface. Alternatively, they may be scheduled by suites (such as G2UI from Creative Affinities)
that manage secondary events driven by playout automation systems.

PLAYOUT
Text4Air has integrated interfaces
direct to selected graphic platforms
for reliable realtime control of
message playout according to
the authorization and order
established for each message.

IMMEDIACY
All processes are super-efficient, being accomplished as quickly as 2 seconds
from original submission through to on-air playout, confirmed by actual-use statistics.
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Generic Samples of Text4Air
Proven Effective in Generating Engaged Viewers
Social Chats in Continuous Ticker

Game Results in Continuous Ticker

Twitter content in Continuous Ticker

Politics-D commentary in Continuous Ticker

News/Weather/Sports/Closings/...

Politics-R commentary in Continuous Ticker

Individual contest items / hints

Individual Twitter content from network

Individual Twitter content from viewers

Individual notices from network

News/Weather/Sports/Closings/...

Vote/Poll Results with Dynamic Updates

Different types of interactive content may be combined/scheduled within the same graphic baseplate.
Creative Affinities is constantly expanding the types of interactive events
that are managed by Text4Air, always listening to the concepts proposed
by our valued clients.
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